
DESIGN. 
DEVELOP. 
DELIVER.

Mini Catalog
Alarming Tags, Counterfeit Detection, Secure Receipts, and more.



Key Features

98 Db Alarm

Over 120lbs pull strength

Exclusive IR Magnetic Key

 ~Unauthorized magnet activates alarm

 
Replaceable Batteries

Replaceable Alarm Section

Replaceable Tether Base

Upgradable/Backward compatible

Earth Friendly

Multi function cable design 

 ~ Lengths up to 52”

Perfect Placement of Decoder

 ~ Easily deactivate alarm

Strong Visual Deterrent

 ~ Blinking LED Light

7 strand coated steel cable

www.CISSSinc.com772-287-7999 pmorello@cisssinc.com

4 Alarming 
Recoiling 

Tether

120lbs 52kgs
PULL STRENGTH

The Gen 5 alarming tether allows you 
to replace the alarm component, the 
retractable tether, or just the battery 
with ease. No need to remove the tether 
from the merchandise or the fixture, 
costing valuable labor. Allows you to 
reuse the functioning part of the unit 
saving you on product cost and saving 
space in landfills. Even with our discreet 
7 strand steel wire we now have 120 
lb. pull strength. Alarming function is 
easily activated with no tool necessary 
and with a discreetly placed hole that 
cannot be manipulated without the 
Decoder. Turn unit off with handheld 
2-in-1 Decoder or easy switch.  Larger 
battery; 3-5 year standby time.  When 
not protecting product (Pin is not 
locked) it will go into standby mode.  
T-Stop to secure tether “lead” position, 
preventing smaller merchandise from 
being pulled off balance and allowing 
proper merchandising of displays  
The new housing design provides for 
perfect placement of the decoder’s IR 
and magnetic release to allow for quick 
and easy deactivation, clutch release, 
or battery replacement.
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6 Alarm 
Recoiling 

Tether & Tag
System

Key Features

Smart 2 Alarm Padlock Tag

 ~Communicates with tether when attached

 
One Step Release

98 Db Alarm

Over 120lbs pull strength

Exclusive IR Magnetic Key

 ~Unauthorized magnet activates alarm

 
Replaceable Batteries

Replaceable Alarm Section

Replaceable Tether Base

Upgradable/Backward compatible

Earth Friendly

Multi function cable design 

 ~ Lengths up to 52”

Perfect Placement of Decoder

 ~ Easily deactivate alarm

Strong Visual Deterrent

 ~ Blinking LED Light on tether and tag

49 strand coated steel cable

The Gen 6 alarming tether systems allows 
you to protect your merchandise with a 
2 alarm padlock tag and alarming tether 
that talk to each other for an added level 
of security and eases the deactivation 
process.  Like its predecessor, the Gen5, 
The Gen 6 has replaceable components, 
the retractable tether, the alarm top, 
the 2 alarm tag,  tether battery, replace 
them all with ease. No need to remove 
the tether from the merchandise or the 
fixture, costing valuable labor. Reuse the 
functioning parts of the system replacing 
only the damaged parts  saving you on 
product cost and saving space in landfills.  
This HD 49 strand steel cable has 120 
lb. pull strength. Alarming function is 
easily activated with no tool necessary 
and cannot be manipulated without the 
Decoder. Turn unit off with handheld All-
in-One Decoder or Easy Switch.  Larger 
battery; 3-5 year standby time.  When not 
protecting product (Pin is not locked) it 
will go into standby mode.  Pinch to length 
T-Stop to secure tether “lead” position, 
preventing smaller merchandise from 
being pulled off balance and allowing 
proper merchandising of displays  The  
Smart Tag design provides for perfect 
placement of the decoder to allow for  a 
quick, one step, easy deactivation, clutch 
release., or battery replacement.
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4 Alarm 
Recoiling 

Tether 

Key Features

Smart Release Lock
 ~Press to lock - Press to Open

 
One Step Release

98 Db Alarm

Over 120lbs pull strength

Exclusive IR Magnetic Key

 ~Unauthorized magnet activates alarm

 
Replaceable Batteries

Replaceable Alarm Section

Replaceable Tether Base

Upgradable/Backward compatible

Earth Friendly

Multi function cable design 

 ~ Lengths up to 52” / Fully adjustable loop

Perfect Placement of Decoder

 ~ Easily deactivate alarm

Strong Visual Deterrent

 ~ Blinking LED Light on tether and tag

Flexible 49 steel cables, coated

The Gen 6 alarming tether systems allows 
you to protect your merchandise with a 
smart release lock and alarming tether 
that talk to each other for an added level 
of security and eases the deactivation 
process.  Like its predecessor, the Gen5, 
The Gen6 has replaceable components, the 
retractable tether, the alarm top, tether 
battery.  Replace them all with ease.  No need 
to remove the tether from the merchandise 
or the fixture, costing valuable labor. 
Reuse the functioning parts of the system 
replacing only the damaged parts  saving 
you on product cost and saving space in 
landfills.  This HD 49 strand steel cable has 
120 lb. pull strength. Alarming function 
is easily activated with no tool necessary 
and cannot be manipulated without the 
Decoder. Turn unit off with handheld All-
in-One Decoder or Easy Switch.  Larger 
battery; 3-5 year standby time.  When not 
protecting product (smart release lock is 
open) it will go into standby mode.  Pinch 
to length T-Stop to secure tether “lead” 
position, preventing smaller merchandise 
from being pulled off balance and allowing 
proper merchandising of displays  The  
Smart Release design provides for perfect 
loop length and perfect placement of the 
decoder to allow for  a quick, one step, 
easy deactivation, press clutch release, or 
battery replacement.



ROD System

SLEEVE System

CUSTOM
Faceout



ORC and shoplifting started to become the norm 
after many states had raised the threshold for 
shoplifting prosecution. The need for stronger 
measures grew in relation to the crimes. We are 
ready to help with Gen6.  We spent the majority 
of 2020 and 2021 testing and revising the Gen6 
tether and how to fasten them to fixtures to create 
a stronger bond, a cleaner look, and help guide 
the customer put the item back where it belongs 
thus helping with department recovery.   Research, 
development and in-store tests were our goals 
in 2020 and 2021, with the cooperation of some 
of our established customers, we were able to 
conduct in-store tests.  The valuable feedback from 
the customers, associates, and executives lead to 
design the “sleeve”, the “rod” and the “boot” which 
simplify the process for an associate when it comes 
to tethered items. These systems may not fit your 
application exactly but we can help develop a 
system that can work for your brands LP Strategy.

BOOT System

Traditional Installation
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Let’s have a Tickertape Parade for 
our new Tick-r-Tape Tag!

The Tick-r-Tape Tag is a compact 
alarming tag that can range from 
1-6 different alarming functions.    
This tag can be used with one 
or two strips of our conductive 
TAPE to quickly protect product 
from tampering or theft.  The  
disposable cradle allows the tag 
to stick to your product like a 
TICK. So you can protect larger 
products with out using the tape.  

This versatile and customizable 
tag is perfect for protecting: 
Sheets, Comforters, Perfume 
boxes, Televisions, Laptops, 
Computers, Game consoles, and 
much more. 

This tag has no wires so storage 
is simple. The tape and the 
cradle go with the customer so it 
will not slow the associate down  
at the POS counter.

Key Features

98db Alarming Tag

AM or RF

Exclusive IR Magnetic Key

 ~unauthorized magnet activates alarm

Replaceable Batteries

Earth Friendly

Conductive Tape

 ~ 1 or 2 strips at any length 

Disposable Base

 ~ Easy on, Easy off

Strong Visual Deterrent

 ~ Blinking LED Light

1-6 Alarming Functions

Unlimited Lifespan

 ~interchangeable parts & batteries



Protect without compromising the look or shelf space.
Take a look at the Tape Tag Mini and how it is merchandised

Key Features

2 Alarm 98 dB

AM or RF

EASY ON - EASY OFF

 
~Auto Arm feature. Disarm w/ Hand 

 
   held or Counter-top Magnetic Keys

Battery Conservation Mode

 
~increases battery life

Low Battery Indication

	
~Notifi

cation
	sound

	and	li
ght

Strong Visual Deterrent

 
~ Blinking LED Light

Conductive Tape or Corner Label

 
~ 1 strip at any length 

Cannot be “jumped”

Water resistant

The Tick-r-Tape Tag Mini  is a compact 2-3 
alarming tag that uses conductive tape, 
a corner label, and/or pressure sensors 
to replace your standard wire wrap tags.  
This tag can be used with a strip of our 
conductive TAPE or with our conductive 
corner label to quickly protect product 
from tampering or theft.  The  disposable 
base allows the tag to stick to your product 
like a TICK, so you can protect larger 
products with out using the tape. 

Not only does it make your product better 
looking than when it is in a keeper. The tag’s 
small size increases on-shelf-availability 
up to 630%. More items on the shelf means 
more items available to sell 

This versatile and customizable tag is 
perfect for protecting: Sheets, Comforters, 
Perfume, Gift Sets, Razor Blades, Cosmetics,   
Electronics, Tech Toys,  Toner, and much 
more. 

This tag has no wires so storage is simple. 
The tape and the base go with the customer 
so it will speed up checkout time, enhancing 
the customer experience.

For more info:
pmorello@cisssinc.com

772-287-7999
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NEW Convertible 
4 alarming padlock tag

Brand new Easy on - Easy Off Design 
with the Perfect Placement Top!

Protect your ROI, bottom line, and assets.

The new CIS 
Convertible 

alarming padlock tag has 
multiple looks & uses.  

Loop it & Pin It

The CIS Convertible 
alarms at 98 dB to alert 

associates if the tag has been 
compromised, deterring 
potential theft. The CIS 

Convertible will work with 
your current RF or AM 

pedestals. Merchandise will 
not go quietly into the night 
because of theif’s magnetic 
key. The CIS Convertible’s 

alarm will be activated by an 
unathorized key. The alarm 

will only be disabled by using 
our exclusive IR Magnetic 
Key. Replaceable batteries, 
loops and pins give the CIS 
Convertible an unlimited 

lifespan.  Don’t throw 
away old tags due to use & 

increase your ROI!

LED light blinks when armed

AM or RF

“Pin It!”  
“Loop It!” w/ alarming cable

Magnetic Lock & IR signature
 ~Can only be deactivated with CIS’ exclusive:
  ~All-in-One Decoder
  ~Universal Countertop Decoder 

Unlimited Life Span
 ~Battery is replaceable
 ~Cable is replaceable
 ~Pin is replaceable



The Siren Tag
Dual Alarming Tag - CISnt510

The Siren Tag (CISnt501)
is a Dual Alarming Padlock Tag 
that dynamically deters theft. Long 
battery life, compact size,  and 
water resistance is not all this tag 
boasts. Designed with an Auto-
Arm feature it decreases the time 
required to attach and arm the tag.  
You quickly disarm and remove the 
tag using a handheld or counter-top 
detacher. This tamper resistant tag, 
although small, sends a big message 
to professional thieves to avoid your 
protected products.  With the Siren’s 
low cost and high ROI it is not just 
for protecting your high end apparel, 
handbags, and luxury goods.  You can 
protect all hot button merchandise 
that is at risk without deterring your 

actual customers. 

For more info:
pmorello@cisssinc.com

772-287-7999

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features
Key Features

Key Features

95db Alarming Tag

AM or RF or Dual Frequency

EASY ON - EASY OFF

 ~Auto Arm feature. Disarm w/ Handheld  

   or Counter-top Magnetic Keys

Battery Conservation Mode

 ~increases battery life

Low Battery Indication

	 ~Notifica
tion	sou

nd	and	l
ight

Strong Visual Deterrent

 ~ Blinking LED Light

7 strand coated steel cable

 ~ custom length (9cm standard)

Cannot be “jumped”

Water resistant



The AP Tag
Alarming Pin Tag - CISnt522

Key Features

98db Alarming Tag

AM or RF 

EASY ON - EASY OFF

 ~Auto Arm feature. Disarm w/ Handheld  

   or Counter-top Magnetic Keys

Battery Conservation Mode

 ~increases battery life

Low Battery Indication

	 ~Notifica
tion	sou

nd	and	l
ight

Strong Visual Deterrent

 ~ Blinking LED Light

Stainless Steel Ink Pin compatible

 ~ Extra long length (19 mm pin)

Alarms from < 50 lbs pull force

Water resistant

The AP Tag
Alarming Pin Tag (CISnt522)

is small and sleek with 98 dBl to let 
you know someone is tampering 
with it or if it goes through your EAS 
pedestals.  With a long battery life, 
compact size, and water resistance, 
the Pin Tag also has an Auto 
-Arm feature as soon as the pin is 
inserted.  With the Pin Tag’s low 
cost and high ROI, you can protect 
all your merchandise that is high 
risk, deterring the bad guys, without 
deterring your customers.  This 
alarming EAS tag can be 2-alarm 
or 3-alarm, AM or RF.  Want Dual 
frequency?  Just add an AM ink pin to 
an RF pin tag (or vice versa) for dual 
frequency protection. The AP Tag 
is perfect for Jeans, Jackets, Sport 
Jerseys, Sport Coats, and much more. 

For more info:
pmorello@cisssinc.com

772-287-7999



NO MORE The CIS 143 
4 Direction Bill Reader

JUST

The CIS 143 reads any bill, 
no matter the orientation!  The 
CIS 143 approves the bill using 
Ultra Violet, Magnetic, Infrared, 

and Water Mark detection.  
Saving time and money, the 

CIS 143 is fast enough to check 
any bill in less than one second.  
After a bill is validated, a GREEN 

LED will light if the bill passes 
inspection or a RED LED will

light if bill is suspect.

The CIS 143 is so accurate that it 
detects washed bills and “Super 

Bills”. The counterfeit known 
as the “Super Bill”is produced 

on high-end printing presses by 
professional counterfeiters.

The CIS 143 is fast, economical, 
and easy to use. The Clamshell 

design make it easy to clean and 
easy to clear jammed bills.  

It will keep counterfeit bills out 
of your tills and away from your 

bottom line.

Key Features4 direction bill verification
Detects USD bills

99.9% Accurate and Reliable
Verification speed 1 note < 1 sec

Pass or Fail Indicator Light
Audible & Visual bill failure notification2 Modes, front and rear ejection

Update from SD Chip 

Portable (AC/DC)

Easy to use

Clamshell Design easy clean & jam removal



         

The CIS 180 is an invaluable tool for retail environments.  It is designed to 
quickly and accurately count both coins and bank notes.  With the CIS 180 
it takes only minutes (average time 2 minutes)  to count a cash drawer.  The 
intuitive programing takes you through all coin and banknote denominations 
automatically, from the Penny to the $100 bill.  The screen will display the 
quantity and the value of each denomination as well as the total amount 
counted during each session.  The results can be stored in memory and can be 
viewed during and after the counting session.  To print out the counting session 
report simply choose the “Print Current Till” option and the internal integrated 
printer will print out that counting session report with a date and time stamp. 

The CIS 180 has a rechargeable battery to make it completely portable.

QUICK - EASY - ACCURATE

CIS 180 
Money Counting Scale & Printer

Portable with 
included 

rechargeable battery

Print Till Count
with

Internal Printer





Security Level 1 -  Cannot be copied.  If ink is authentic Scratch & Secure UV Plus ink 
changes color when scratched.

Security Level 2 - Has a double check.  Scratch & Secure UV Plus can be activated with 
a chemical pen changing to a third color to validate secure ink if it has already been 
scratched to the second color.

New UV Plus not only changes color when scratched it illuminares 
under UV light. Defies duplication although it looks like regular ink.

Scratch & Secure UV Plus

Protect against fradulent duplication of receipts 
with Scratch & Secure UV Plus and our patented 
EAS Core for 5 levels of security!

Security Level 3 - Scratch & Secure UV Plus will 
illuminate under UV / Blacklight for easy detection.

Security Level 4 - Deter theft of your POS Rolls.  EAS 
Cores help keep a proper inventory of your POS 
Rolls and detects theft.

Security Level 5 -  Our patented EAS Cores and 
Scratch & Secure UV Plus technologies are not 
available on the open market. They are sold 
exclusively to retailers for internal use.
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